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Introduction 

We are at the beginning stages of a complete revolution in enterprise 
computing.  The availability of robust cloud platforms and applications 
have begun to enable businesses to shift budget dollars from capital 
expense to operating expense (Capex to Opex).  It’s possible to 
choose the best-of-breed solutions to deploy technology to solve 
business problems free of the constraints imposed by an IT 
department and existing legacy infrastructure.  Salesforce.com’s rapid 
ramp to over $5 billion in revenue along with Amazon AWS’s equally 
impressive ramp to $5 billion demonstrate that enterprises are looking 
to adopt cloud solutions wherever possible. 

The challenge this brings is two-fold.  First, how does the enterprise 
ensure that these new applications are able to access the data stored 
in corporate systems and how do they enable all of these cloud 
systems to interoperate?  We believe that OpenStack will provide the 
foundation to enable interoperability and drive adoption of the next 
stage of cloud computing – the hybrid cloud. 

OpenStack is essentially an operating system for the hybrid cloud.  It 
both augments and replaces existing proprietary infrastructure 
software, providing a standard mechanism for systems to operate 
across computing, network and storage.  We believe that OpenStack 
will emerge as the winning approach primarily due to its open source 
heritage. Its concept leverages the ideas of hundreds of thousands of 
developers globally and prevents vendors from locking customers onto 
a single high-cost platform.  Before we discuss the specifics of the 
OpenStack platform, we believe it’s important to understand why we 
believe the timing is optimal for this shift in computing to accelerate. 
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The Evolution of Enterprise Computing – How did we get here? 

An underlying trend driving investments for the next several years will focus on the continued development and 
rollout of cloud computing infrastructure and applications.  Cloud computing has become the next, logical 
evolution in computing – combining the critical elements of each architecture that came before it.  We view 
OpenStack as the core foundation upon which cloud computing must sit.  Each tectonic shift in computing 
architecture added a new benefit to an enterprise organization and we see the cloud model as the 
amalgamation of all that came before. 

 
While each of these evolutionary architectures brought benefits, they also introduced new challenges and risks 
to the organization as customers pushed the technology to its limits. 

In addition to pushing enterprises to rethink their data center architectures, each shift forced vendors to rethink 
business models, as well, since the usage for each approach is so radically different. 

Additionally, each shift has seen a new leading vendor (or two) emerge that has set the proprietary 
architectural platform for the shift. 

Importantly, none of these architectures has gone away as all continue to add material benefit.  However, the 
complexity of making them work together, along with the cost of maintenance, has been a significant drain on 
IT budgets. Some estimates range as high as 75% of IT spending is focused on these requirements, rather  
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than on innovation or launching new applications.  The last decade has seen the introduction of several new 
innovations that begin to open up the possibilities of either freeing up enterprise IT dollars or minimizing the 
impact on budgets from all of the billions of dollars of legacy investment.  Among the most important 
innovations are: 

• Commercialization of standard Open Source Software 
• Commoditization of standard Computing Hardware 
• Emergence of Offsite Data Centers 
• Maturation of Software as a Service  

 
All of these variables drive similar benefits for IT management – lowering costs, simplifying infrastructure and 
speeding up delivery time for new functionality and features.  Rather than being bogged down in issues such 
as power management, cooling, CPU upgrades and operating system maintenance, IT can instead focus on 
adding value to the business, rather than just keeping the operation running.  These four variables provide the 
foundation for today’s emerging Cloud Computing model. 

Over the past seven years, the launch of the smart phone, combined with the wide availability of easily 
accessible high bandwidth broadband, has changed computing yet again. Not only have we seen an explosion 
in the volume of data created – emails, pictures, texts, audio, etc. – but also new user expectations that 
running corporate applications should be no different than the apps users run every day to manage their lives.  
Said another way, the user expectation now is “everything at my fingertips, at all times.”   

The final major shift stems from the view that open sourced technologies are ready for production use within 
the enterprise.  The wide-scale adoption of Linux over the past five years has significantly changed IT 
executive attitudes toward community-based development. This has enabled a new type of vendor, exemplified 
by RedHat, which supports and packages open technologies.  We are now seeing early momentum in a similar 
movement in hardware (built on the foundation of the OCF) where enterprises are exploring replacing 
proprietary hardware (servers, networking, storage) with off the shelf “white box” computers running open 
source software that can perform the same functions. 

So, the challenge for today’s IT managers is to take current infrastructure and applications and bring them to 
this modern world, and simultaneously reallocate new development to take advantage of all that this new age 
brings.  This melding of old and new is fundamentally what cloud computing is all about – and OpenStack is 
the key platform on which it is being built. 
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What is Cloud Computing? 

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) offers the following definition of cloud computing: 

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool 
of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud 
model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models.”  

The Five essential characteristics sited by NIST are: 

• On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server 
time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each 
service provider.  

• Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard 
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, 
tablets, laptops, and workstations).  

• Resource pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a 
multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned 
according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the customer 
generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but may be 
able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). Examples of 
resources include storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth.  

• Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, 
to scale rapidly up and down commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available 
for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.  

• Measured service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a 
metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 
reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.  

 
In more plain language, Cloud computing is about the capability to access any information, at any time, 
regardless of the resources required and the location of the infrastructure, data, application or user i) all the 
while enforcing necessary business policy and security rules and ii) simultaneously and dynamically allocating 
the necessary resources in order to minimize cost and maximize performance.  These responsibilities typically 
reside within the IT organization today and require significant compute and personnel resources to implement.  
By shifting these tasks to the cloud, corporate resources are freed up to solve technology issues that directly 
impact the business. 
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Cloud Delivery 

Cloud computing services are typically broken up into three different approaches: 

• Infrastructure as a Service 
• Platform as a Service 
• Software as a Service 

 
The following chart delineates the differences between the three approaches: 
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How Does OpenStack Fit in the IT and Cloud Landscapes? 

OpenStack is a set of software products for constructing and managing cloud computing environments.  Its two 
primary objectives are to provide interoperability across cloud services and to enable enterprises to develop 
private clouds in a corporate data center.  The OpenStack software is completely open sourced and has been 
built and extended by a community of thousands of developers just as Linux, Apache and Hadoop have been.  
Additionally, OpenStack is being supported by the majority of the major enterprise vendors including RedHat, 
Cisco, IBM, and VMWare, all of whom are not only shipping versions of the software but are also contributing 
code back to the open source platform.  The OpenStack Foundation is responsible for coordinating both the 
open source development and community building around the platform.  The foundation just concluded its 
annual Global OpenStack Summit which was attended by several thousand developers and partners.  We 
believe that OpenStack will become the primary infrastructure underlying cloud computing efforts over the next 
decade. 

 

The primary functional benefit of OpenStack is that it enables the deployment of completely elastic services – 
across computing, network and storage – as usage demands require.  As users come and go across the 
service over days, hours, minutes or seconds, OpenStack can spin capacity up and down to manage the 
workload, maximizing compute efficiency and minimizing costs.  This utility computing model is one of the key 
potential benefits of cloud computing. 

Another key benefit of OpenStack is that it is completely open source – meaning that a sizable community of 
programmers build, test, and enhance the software on a daily basis and that anyone is free to download and 
install the components and contribute back the enhancements they develop.  This model not only significantly 
lowers costs for enterprises that choose to use it but also significantly speeds up the time to market for new 
features and opens the door for far more creativity – taking the product in new directions that a single vendor 
might not choose, due to either lack of resources or proprietary strategic concerns.  This model has proven to 
be very successful in the Linux community, where open source Linux has become a dominant operating 
system over the last seven years. 
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OpenStack is the only open source Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in the marketplace today.  Customers are 
very intrigued by IaaS for several reasons including: 

• Ability to move infrastructure functionality out of expensive proprietary hardware and into software 
running on commodity servers 

• Ability to spread workloads across multiple servers, services and data centers as demand requires, 
significantly lowering the investment in hardware infrastructure 

• Tie the infrastructure more closely to the application via APIs (application programming interface) to 
enhance speed and operability 

• Speed time to market for new applications and modifications 
 

While there are vendors that today offer IaaS including Amazon AWS, VMWare vCloud and Google Compute, 
each push the customer to become reliant on proprietary functionality and limit the customer to the pace and 
direction of innovation that best suits the individual vendor.  Our customer research continually emphasizes the 
point that enterprises are tired of being completely beholden to a handful of vendors who not only limit the 
ability to adopt new technologies, but also consume a significant portion of an IT budget in product 
maintenance.  This is the primary reason we believe that OpenStack will emerge as the dominant IaaS over  
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the next decade.  In other words, we view the pace of innovation enabled by the open source model as a 
significant competitive advantage over these proprietary IaaS infrastructures. 

 

 

Customers we have met with, who have either deployed or are testing the platform, highlight four primary 
reasons why they are confident that the OpenStack initiative will be successful over the long term – both in 
terms of the shift to cloud computing, and the potential dominance of OpenStack as the winning platform: 

• Controlling your own destiny.  The open source platform significantly lowers the risk of vendor lock-in, 
and the component architecture of OpenStack means that enterprises can choose those components 
that work for them and adapt them to meet legacy or business needs 

• Momentum toward being the IaaS industry standard.  Cisco, Intel, IBM, HP, RedHat, Dell, Intel and 
another 50+ enterprise vendors have already announced and shipped support for OpenStack – either 
standing up the platform themselves or shipping APIs that make it easier to connect proprietary 
infrastructure.  Additionally there are well over 100 public clouds today that are running OpenStack 
infrastructure including vendors such as Rackspace and Mirantis. 
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• Compatibility and flexibility.  Via the OpenStack APIs, we are seeing early vendors and enterprises 

adapt the platform with new functionality to solve their unique business problems. In the telco space, 
we are seeing the development of new telco specific extensions (traffic management for example) that 
cannot be done with another vendor’s proprietary hardware. 

• Future Proofing. We are quickly seeing the mainstream vendors rush to support OpenStack – Microsoft 
and VMWare being two recent announcements.  These integrations will allow enterprises to deploy new 
cloud applications on OpenStack and tie them back to current systems, enabling broader connectivity. 

 

Source:	Forrester	Research,	Inc.	State	of	Cloud	Pla8orm	Standards:	Q1	2014,	March	2014	

 

The OpenStack Architecture 

OpenStack is a software-only implementation of core data center infrastructure consisting of these key 
components: 

• Compute – manage the deployment and provisioning virtual machines 
• Networking – ensure that each OpenStack component can communicate with all others 
• Storage – both block and object 
• Management/Dashboard – deploy and manage all components 
• Shared Services – identity management, telemetry (billing), disk imaging and orchestration 
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The OpenStack Components as of the Juno Release (October 2014) 

Compute:  Also referred to as Nova by developers, the compute engine is responsible for the creation, 
deployment and management of all the VMs (Vertical Machines) and other instances that are deployed on the 
infrastructure.  Importantly, Nova can support nearly all VM technologies as well as containers, bare metal and 
high performance computing platforms.  All can be intermingled in a single deployment as required.  Nova does 
not require VMs, it can support individual hardware servers as well as offer flexibility of choice.  Our research 
with users indicates the following functions are key benefits of the OpenStack Compute component: 

• Ability to virtually manage all compute resources including servers, VMs, memory and network 
interfaces. 

• Distributed, asynchronous architecture for maximum availability. 

• VM image management, making it both easier and faster to launch new VMs. 

• Projects and quotas, making it easier to track usage and allocate resources accordingly. 

• Security groups, including role based access, project based access and resource based access, with 
great flexibility in controlling and securing servers. 

 

The component contains key functionality in other key areas including caching, API (Application Programming 
Interface) and networking, among others.  Importantly, many customers in vertical markets have used the API 
to extend Nova to meet their market needs, particularly around HPC (High-performance Computing). 

Storage:  The OpenStack infrastructure has two separate components for storage management. The first, 
called Swift, deals with object-based storage, while Cinder deals with more traditional block-level storage.   

Object storage does not require the application to understand the underlying storage architecture; rather, it just 
requests resources from Swift based on need and the component complies.  Cinder reflects more traditional  

OpenStack Cloud	Platform
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approaches to storage whereby the application is aware of the physical location of data on disk.  Typically, 
block storage is used where read/write performance is paramount.   

With Swift or object store the application takes no notice of how or where the information is written, and turns 
all management responsibility to the infrastructure.  This makes it much easier to scale out as there is no need 
to tie physical disk or flash back to the application in any way.  Since OpenStack manages the storage, 
including replication and availability, the enterprise can rely on low-cost commodity drive arrays, saving 
significant budget.  This architecture is typically used in areas such as big data analytics where large, 
temporary chunks of storage are required to perform complex calculations. 

Since the Cinder block storage requires persistence (data must be in the physical location where the 
application will look for it) OpenStack must manage not only the physical infrastructure but also be certain that 
the application is aware of any changes in the underlying physical storage.  Several leading storage vendors 
including EMC and Network Appliance have built interfaces to Cinder via the OpenStack API.  Block storage is 
commonly used in areas that have heavy transaction processing loads such as relational databases. 

Networking:  Neutron is the current name for the networking component of OpenStack.  Its primary function is 
to enable all of the elements linked into the infrastructure to communicate and share data.  Since nearly every 
device in a data center can plug into OpenStack via API, Neutron could end up being the primary mechanism 
for managing all of the devices on a network.  Additionally, Neutron is able to participate in an SDN 
configuration via the OpenFlow standard to allow both multi-tenancy and scale. (Separately, see WCP’s 
research report on SDN) In addition to managing IP addresses, Neutron could become a replacement for much 
of the configuration and management functions that exist today in proprietary hardware devices such as 
switches, firewalls, IPS, load balancers, and ADC.  As VMs are spun up and down with great frequency based 
on need, the scope of the management challenge goes far beyond the capability of today’s physical devices 
driving the broad customer interest in SDN.   

Dashboard:  Horizon is the official OpenStack dashboard, enabling operators to view, manage, and control all 
the elements of the OpenStack cloud via a graphical web interface.  Any operator may choose to build their 
own dashboard using the APIs associated with each component.   
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We have seen several customers work to extend Horizon via the API to suit specific requirements tied to 
individual cloud applications.  Unlike traditional management tools, Horizon gives users the ability to have a 
self-service portal tied to specific elements, with permissions managed and granted by an administrator.  This 
architectural approach helps to lower overall management costs since basic requests do not need to be routed 
through administrators. 

Shared Services: The Juno release of OpenStack makes a series of shared services available that are 
exposed to all of the key components.  These include: 

• The identity management service (named Keystone) keeps a directory of all cloud users and the 
services that each has permission to use.  The API enables IT to map user data stored in other 
directories against Keystone via the LDAP standard (among other approaches).  Importantly, Keystone 
also allows an administrator to create roles and policies, enabling the grouping of users (or leveraging 
existing ones created in other products) making ID management a much more efficient process. 

• The image service (Glance) allows administrators to store and manage server and disk images, 
significantly reducing the complexity involved in spinning up new servers, either virtual or physical.  
When users or admins are adding compute resources to the cloud, they are able to query the image 
service to see if one exists for that particular cloud application. 

• The telemetry service (Ceilometer) is critical for billing and charge back as it tracks performance and 
usage on an individual or group basis.  This is a critical function for any utility-based cloud model. 

• The orchestration service (Heat) allows developers to build templates that deploy services in the 
cloud.  Each template details the requirement of a service, automating the rollout process.  Templates 
can specify all three primary service requirements (compute, storage, and networking) as well as 
application specific needs such as scaling. 
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• The database service (Trove) is designed to reduce the complexity of deploying both relational and 

non-relational databases in an OpenStack Cloud.  Since database implementations have a complex set 
of requirements around storage, reliability, performance, and synchronization, this service is designed 
to bring more automation to the database provisioning process. 

• The data processing service (Sahara) is a specific implementation of cloud database infrastructure 
that is optimized for complex non-relational systems such as Hadoop. 

• There is currently work ongoing in several other areas including DNS management, queueing, and 
key management, due out in future releases and all integrated with the API. 

 

Given its pace of innovation, completeness of vision, industry and community support and ability to offer 
enterprises protection from vendor lock-in, we believe that OpenStack is well positioned to establish itself as 
the primary cloud infrastructure.  To date, the momentum around Amazon, Google and even VMWare has been 
stronger, but our research suggests the tide is shifting toward the open approach and that momentum will 
continue over the next several years. 

OpenStack Today 

Based on a combination of our research with early adopters, service providers and enterprises looking to 
understand the implications of OpenStack on their future infrastructure decisions, we believe that there is a 
limited use case for the software today.  However, all categories of users are very motivated to develop 
broader and more strategic use cases.  Most importantly, we believe that the willingness on the part of 
enterprise IT to adopt Open Source technology, rather than vendor-specific product, is quickly reaching the 
mainstream.  While this movement began with Linux, we believe it is rapidly spreading into other critical areas 
such as middleware (JBoss) and database technologies (MySQL, Casandra, Hadoop).  Open Source is being 
deployed in production environments not just at Web 2.0 companies but in traditional, larger enterprises.  With 
Linux, corporations can now see the economic benefit of open source and standardization and are looking to 
extend that savings to other parts of IT.  
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While the longer term vision for OpenStack (or any other vendor’s IaaS or PaaS offering) is to replace existing 
infrastructure, we believe that market is very small today and have seen very few instances that are ready to 
move beyond the Proof of Concept stage.  We attribute this to several factors.  First, cloud computing is still 
immature.  Most enterprises are just getting their feet wet via Amazon and Google, and are not yet ready to 
fully trust the reliability and security offered by the cloud.  Second, OpenStack in particular still has areas that 
need to be improved upon, including high-availability for virtual machines, backup and recovery.  These 
processes need to be as reliable and automated as they are in proprietary offerings in order for the platform to 
be trusted in production systems.  Finally, with limited dollars and significant demand for new applications (that 
are being deployed on cloud platforms) budget dollars are not widely available for replacement projects at the 
infrastructure level. 

Instead, we are seeing adoption in particular use cases that look a lot like Web 2.0 apps – cases where there 
are large numbers of users, significantly large volumes of data, ubiquitous connectivity or a high volume of 
transactions – in other words businesses that are furiously active in building a significant web presence.  Not 
surprisingly, our research suggests strong interest from the financial services, media and retail industries as 
those organizations struggle with how to adapt their models to become internet companies.  In our discussions 
with these users, they see OpenStack as the underlying fabric to get them to this world.  In particular, they are 
excited about the ability, via the API to tie the infrastructure to the application of going from a model with 
disparate, proprietary hardware toward one that delivers a data center that can be both virtual and completely 
programmable depending on requirements.   

OpenStack Sales	Cycle	Success	Model

Evangelize Find	Use	Case Customize	and	Deploy

§ Develop	Internal	
Champions

§ Work	with	Service	
Providers	to	
Understand	Strengths

§ Web	2.0	Inspired § Link	OpenStack to	
the	Apps	via	the	API

§ Deploy	in	the	cloud	
on	premise	with	a	
services	component
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We believe that these early success stories, as they become more mainstream over the next year, will help to 
drive broader adoption and make it easier for the large scale vendors (HP, IBM, etc.) to make more 
mainstream customers comfortable that OpenStack can be the right IaaS for them.  We continue to hear from 
those that are watching and waiting is that the key factor will be the ability to deploy OpenStack in the data 
center and then subscribe to the service via third parties for remote data center usage.  This vision of a 
consistent, open infrastructure appears to be emerging as a key driver of growth in the future. 

Implications for Technology Vendors 

Just as Linux and virtualization have disrupted the compute space, we believe that OpenStack has the 
potential to disrupt the entire data center market, including compute, storage and networking.  We believe that 
all of the enterprise vendors today will face significant challenges driven by this shift and that survivors and 
successful companies will need to completely adapt their business models to compete effectively in this new 
world where strategic value shifts from hardware to software and innovation moves from proprietary 
development to shared.  We believe the most significant challenges will be the following: 

• Hardware becomes commoditized. 
• Revenues decline, margins improve 
• Open Source forces vendors to find new ways to monetize 
• Profits move higher in the stack toward applications 
• Required capital significantly declines for start-ups 

 
We already seen the impact of commoditization in the server business as most of the systems vendors have 
chosen to exit the server market. Those that remain focus instead on higher margin, proprietary boxes such as 
Oracle’s Exadata.  We are now seeing that impact extend to the storage market, reflected clearly in the 
revenues and profts at EMC and Network Appliance.  Over the next 18 to 24 months, we look for the same 
trend to show itself in the network space.  Fundamentally, this move is about key functionality that was 
traditionally tied to hardware now being deployed inside of virtual machines and replicated as more scale is 
required.  We are already seeing the benefits of this move as key networking functionality such as firewall and 
load balancing are now running well on commodity hardware. 

The good news for vendors in software is that gross margins will rise significantly since software carries 
essentially zero cost of goods.  However, we believe that revenue will decline for many vendors as the 
decoupling of hardware and software continues, as we have seen at HP and IBM.  It would not surprise us at 
all to see a company like Cisco be 67% of its current size but 50% more profitable if it successfully navigates 
this transition. We also expect many vendors to aggressively pursue M&A to offset this revenue decline and 
pursue the higher margin software model.  

Vendors will face a key challenge in making this shift happen driven by this rapid enterprise acceptance of 
open source.  When Oracle pioneered the value shift from hardware to software in the mid 1980s, commercial 
open source was virtually non-existent.  In today’s world, Oracle would be expected to contribute its proprietary 
code back to the greater community just as we’ve seen vendors do in other open source projects such as 
Linux and Hadoop.  Finding that fine line where a company can keep its proprietary edge, while still  
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maintaining a reputation as a contributor, will be a tough tightrope to walk. The long term value of new software 
will be significantly shorter, requiring more aggressive monetization quickly in order to sustain pricing.  Today’s 
year-long ramp to productivity for enterprise sales staff will have to become a thing of the past. 

Additionally, new business models will emerge and vendors will be forced to rapidly adapt to the changing 
ways customers want to acquire what has been traditionally called software.  For example, in the past year we 
have seen five traditional enterprise software vendors all aggressively launch cloud infrastructure services – 
IBM, Citrix, Oracle, Cisco and VMWare.  Interestingly, while all support OpenStack in some way, only Cisco 
and IBM have aggressively embraced it.  In addition to building out data centers to offer cloud services, we 
believe vendors will need to find ways to launch new applications on top of open infrastructure in order to 
generate value.  Traditionally the infrastructure market has been challenging for vendors, where success has 
been driven more by linkage to a proprietary platform (such as Oracle or Windows) than innovation.  
Fundamentally we believe that Google and Amazon are committed to driving basic cloud service pricing to zero 
over time.  A vendor’s ability to innovate on top of that platform in key areas such as API, integration or 
management will be critical.  Additionally, we believe that there will be a coming wave of vertical extensions on 
top of OpenStack in key markets such as telco, retail and financial services that will have the ability to drive 
profits due to their complexity and need for subject matter experts. 

Finally, we believe that the greatest change in the industry will be the continued significant declines in the cost 
of starting new-tech enabled companies.  With infrastructure development under the auspices of the broader 
community, start-up capital will be focused on new business applications rather than reinventing core 
functionality and acquiring hardware.  Start-ups will be significantly more nimble and likely more narrowly 
focused, as the lower-up front capital will allow businesses to attack smaller markets at first and then extend 
horizontally over time to expand TAM (Total Addressable Market). 

OpenStack Tomorrow 

For OpenStack to be the long term winner in cloud infrastructure we believe these key things need to happen: 

• Industry support for the standard has to continue to grow, with key vendors not only offering the service 
(either as a software, support, or “as a service”) but also importantly, contributing back to the code 
base.  This will continue to ensure that OpenStack will have the broadest support across any 
infrastructure.   

• Vendors need to watch their “forking.”  It is tough to generate profits by taking open source code and 
supporting it at an enterprise level – thereby contributing back 100% of your innovation.  We have seen 
RedHat build a good margin business doing this, but its margins show no sign of approaching those of 
established proprietary software vendors like Oracle or SAP.  Vendors will need to give back and 
simultaneously find ways to create proprietary value beyond infrastructure to be viable. 

• Reduce the cost of IT and empower enterprise developers to quickly roll out new applications that 
change the business rather than be infrastructure builders and managers. 

• IT organizations need to radically change.  Gone will be the days where there are experts in each 
infrastructure area.  Rather, all IT staff will be infrastructure generalists (since everything will be  
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managed from the same APIs and consoles) and focused on how to leverage IT to get more value for 
the business.  This is a radical shift, eliminating traditional silos, and forcing people to work together. 

• Manage to an even greater pace of change.  As open source continues on its path to mainstream 
adoption, IT staff must become comfortable with a more rapid and incremental rate of change, rather 
than the legacy 24 month cycles imposed by traditional vendors.  We are already seeing receptivity to 
this approach from the adoption of cloud applications such as Workday and Salesforce.com which 
rollout new functionality every six months. 

 
The good news is we believe that the industry is already traveling down this path and is beginning to adapt to 
this new world.  Whether our legacy vendors will adapt and survive remains to be seen.  History suggests they 
will struggle and many will not make the transition opening the door for new approaches such as the 
community-driven, foundation managed, open source strategy around OpenStack. 

Conclusion – Accelerating M&A 

We believe that the growing acceptance of open source software, not just around OpenStack, but in other 
strategic areas, has the potential to dramatically change the M&A landscape.  As vendors conform to industry 
and customer pressure to contribute code back to the open source community, new product loses its 
proprietary value (and importantly its price premium) forcing companies to push hard to deliver the next value 
layer on top of the growing pile of commodity infrastructure.  Given this backdrop, we believe that time to 
market becomes much more critical to sustaining competitive advantage and pricing leverage.  Accordingly, we 
believe that not only will the pace of M&A accelerate, but even large companies will be looking to smaller, early 
stage companies that are able to more easily look a year or even two ahead from a technology perspective.  
We also believe that companies will need to quickly develop and extend vertical functionality as we believe 
those product extensions will be less likely to be absorbed into the community. 

In summary, our key M&A takeaways: 

• Pressure to contribute core infrastructure back to the community reduces length of time a vendor has 
competitive advantage 

• Vendors will look to extend into vertical and industry specific markets where subject matter expertise 
can be sustained longer 

• The quickest path to market remains M&A, and we look for both the pace to accelerate and for larger 
companies to look to acquire earlier stage businesses in order to extend competitive advantage. 
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Appendix A: Glossary  
 

ADC – An application delivery controller is either a physical or virtual appliance that manages client 
connections to both web and enterprise applications.  The primary purpose of an ADC is to take workloads off 
of a server in order to improve performance. 

API – A system’s application programming interface is the way other developers access the features of any 
software application from an operating system to a full business application.  All systems that can be extended 
or need to integrate with another require an API.  

DNS – Domain Name System is the underlying  system to name and computers and services across a 
network.  It is used on all TCP/IP networks. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - is used when a company has an existing application that it wishes to 
move from its own data center to a cloud operator in order to eliminate the costs associated with hardware and 
data center operations as well as provide scaling on an as needed basis.  One example of this scenario could 
be a customer moving its existing Peoplesoft HR system from its own data center to a cloud provider.  The 
IaaS vendor provides all the technologies required from the networking up through computing, with the 
customer providing the operating system, application infrastructure and the application itself. 

IPS – Intrusion prevention systems monitor both systems and networks for improper activity.  An IPS can either 
run on a dedicated hardware appliance or in a virtual machine. 

LDAP – The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol is an industry standard for accessing available information 
about organizations, individuals or even files and devices. 

Multi-Tenant – Multi-tenancy is a core component of cloud computing.  It refers to the ability for a single 
instance of software to serve several different tenants or organizations simultaneously, while isolating each 
tenant from the other to preserve privacy and security. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) – the customer typically chooses to build a new application specifically for the 
cloud, taking advantage not only of the benefits of cloud infrastructure but also modern app development 
platforms that are designed not only for rapid development but also deployment on mobile devices such as 
phones and tablets. 

Provision – Provisioning refers to all of the necessary components required to spin up a new system in the 
cloud including compute, storage, networking, application and security. 

SDN – Software Defined Networking decouples the physical network from the management of the network, 
making it far easier for administrators to manage and control traffic without having to deal with the proprietary 
requirements of the underlying hardware. 
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Software as a Service (SaaS) – is for the customer that is looking for an out of the box solution to solve a 
specific business problem – sales automation, finance, expense reporting, human resources – without having 
to think at all about the underlying technology.   
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Appendix B: OpenStack Market Map 
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Appendix C: Selected M&A Transactions 

 

  

# 	Date Acquirer Target TV	($M) TV/	Rev	(x)	 Business	Description

Compute
1) 10/13/14 EMC	Corporation Cloudscaling NA NA Provides	OpenStack	infrastructure-as-a-service	(IaaS)	software	to	enable	private	and	

hybrid	cloud	for	businesses	and	managed	service	providers.		Cloudscaling	offers	an	
OpenStack-powered	private	cloud.

2) 09/17/14 Cisco	Systems	Inc. Metacloud	Inc. NA NA Provides	OpenStack-based	open	source	cloud	hosting	and	virtualization	build	and	
deployment	IaaS	and	managed	hosting	for	businesses	globally.

3) 09/11/14 Hewlett-Packard	
Company

Eucalyptus	Systems	
Inc.

NA NA Provides	Amazon	Web	Service-based	(AWS)	on-premise	public	and	private	storage	and	
networking	infrastructure	as	a	service	(IaaS)	for	businesses	and	enterprises.	It	also	
provides	open-source	computer	software	for	building	compatible	private	and	hybrid	
cloud	computing	environments.	

4) 08/07/14 Facebook,	Inc.	 PrivateCore	Inc. NA NA PrivateCore	Inc.	develops	a	computing	platform	that	allows	individuals	or	
organizations	to	safely	use	cloud	computing	resources	without	ceding	control	of	their	
data.		The	company	offers	vCage	software,	which	audits	platform	integrity	and	protects	
OpenStack	clusters	from	persistent	malware,	malicious	hardware	devices,	and	insider	
threats.

5) 06/18/14 Red	Hat	Inc. eNovance	SaS $94.8 7.6x Provides	open	source	cloud	hosting	and	virtualization	build	and	deployment	IaaS	and	
managed	hosting	for	businesses	globally.	The	company	offers	Openstack	Accelerator	
Pod	that	saves	costs,	lowers	operational	risks,	and	assures	ongoing	code	maintenance	
and	evolution	aspects

6) 05/14/14 Flexiant	Ltd. Besol	Soluciones	SL	
[dba	Tapp	Technology	
and	Business]	(assets)

NA NA The	assets	of	Besol	(dba	Tapp),	which	provides	cloud	management	SaaS	for	business	
users	to	manage	multiple	IaaS	instances	from	a	single	control	panel.	Software	enables	
infrastructure	management,	cloud	configuration,	monitoring	and	migration	that	is	
compatible	with	Amazon	Web	Services	as	well	as	other	cloud	platforms.

7) 10/30/13 Internap	Network	
Services	Corporation

iWeb	Group	Inc.	
[Novacap	
Technologies	III]

145.0 4.5 Provides	managed	and	web	hosting	and	server	colocation,	domain	name	registration,	
managed	data	backup	and	recovery	and	security	services	for	businesses	globally.	The	
company	released	a	fully-managed	Cloud	hosting	service	based	on	OpenStack(R).	

8) 05/06/13 Dell	Inc. enstratius,	Inc.	[fka	
Enstratus	Networks]

70.0 35.0 enstratius,	Inc.	develops	Enstratius,	a	cloud	infrastructure	management	solution	for	
organizations	worldwide.	The	company’s	cloud	infrastructure	management	solution	
deploys	and	manages	enterprise-class	applications	in	public,	private,	and	hybrid	
clouds.	Its	Enstratius	solution	provides	a	suite	of	tools	for	managing	the	cloud	
infrastructure.

9) 12/20/12 Red	Hat	Inc. ManageIQ,	Inc. 104.0 6.9 ManageIQ,	Inc.	provides	infrastructure	management	software	solutions.	It	offers	
management	and	automation	solutions	for	private	clouds,	virtual	infrastructures,	and	
virtual	desktop	environments.		It	also	offers	solutions	for	OpenStack.

10) 07/12/11 Citrix	Systems	Inc. Cloud.com 164.4 26.5 Provides	cloud	computing	environment	deployment	and	management	software	and	SaaS	
used	to	launch	both	private	and	public	cloud	environments	for	businesses.		It	offers	
CloudStack,	an	open	source	software	solution	that	accelerates	the	deployment,	
management,	and	configuration	of	multi-tier	and	multi-tenant	infrastructure	cloud	
services.

11) 12/16/10 Rackspace	US,	Inc. Cloudkick 29.9 NA Provides	cloud	computing-focused	virtual	server	monitoring	and	management	software	
as	a	service	(SaaS)	for	businesses.	Cloudkick	has	been	an	active	member	of	the	
OpenStack™	community.	
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Appendix C: Selected M&A Transactions (continued) 

 

  

# 	Date Acquirer Target TV	($M) TV/	Rev	(x)	 Business	Description

Networking
1) 10/04/12 Cisco	Systems	Inc. vCider NA NA Provides	network	virtualization	software	for	use	in	data	center	and	cloud	computing	

environments	for	businesses.	vCider	focuses	on	virtual	networking,	secure	data	centers	
and	OpenStack	

2) 07/23/12 VMware	Inc.	 Nicira	NVP 1,260.0 NA Provides	network	virtualization	software	for	businesses	and	government	agencies	
globally.	NVP	is	a	virtual	networking	platform	powering	many	OpenStack	production	
environments	as	the	networking	engine.

# 	Date Acquirer Target TV	($M) TV/	Rev	(x)	 Business	Description

Storage
1) 05/29/14 Unitrends	 Yuruware	Pty	Ltd NA NA Provides	Amazon	Web	Services	(AWS)	and	Openstack	disaster	recovery	and	data	

migration	sofware	and	services	for	businesses.	Also	provides	data	replication	and	
server	monitoring	software.

2) 04/30/14 Red	Hat	Inc. Inktank	Storage,	Inc. 175.0 NA Provides	Ceph	storage	software	development	services	and	commercial	support	services	
for	Ceph,	which	is	an	open	source,	object-based	storage	software	platform.	

3) 06/04/13 IBM	Corporation SoftLayer	
Technologies,	Inc.

2,000.0 4.7 SoftLayer	Technologies.	Inc.	operates	a	cloud	infrastructure	platform	for	built	for	
Internet	scale.	It	offers	storage	solutions,	including	object	and	networked	storage,	mass	
storage	servers,	backup,	and	content	delivery	network;	and	networking	solutions,	such	
as	load	balancing	solutions,	network	appliances,	and	domain	services.

4) 02/27/13 Rackspace	US,	Inc. ObjectRocket,	Inc. NA NA Provides	MongoDB	database	application	hosting	services	for	businesses.	It	offers	
MongoDB,	a	data	storage	service	that	tackles	the	deficiency	in	cloud	infrastructure.

5) 02/29/12 Advanced	Micro	
Devices,	Inc.

SeaMicro,	Inc. 331.0 NA SeaMicro,	Inc.	provides	microservers.	The	company	offers	SeaMicro	SM15000	Server,	a	
big	data	server	platform;	SeaMicro	SM15000	fabric	compute	systems	and	freedom	
fabric	storage	solutions;	and	storage	enclosure	options.	It	also	provides	big	data	
solutions	and	OpenStack	solutions;	and	service	and	support	solutions.
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Appendix D: Selected Private Placement Financings 

 

  

# Date Company TV	($M) Investors Business	Description	

Compute
1) 10/20/14 Mirantis $101.0 Sapphire	Ventures,	Ericsson,	West	Summit	Capital,	

Intel	Capital,	August	Capital,	Insight	Venture	
Partners

Mirantis,	an	OpenStack	systems	integrator,	operates	as	a	vendor	of	OpenStack	
services	and	technology.

2) 06/19/14 Puppet	Labs 40.0 Triangle	Peak	Partners;	Vmware;	True	Ventures
Kleiner	Perkins	Caufield	&	Byers;	Cisco	Systems

Puppet	Labs	provides	IT	automation	software	for	businesses	that	help	system	
administrators	automate	configuration.	Its	Puppet	Enterprise	implementation	
provides	various	solutions,	such	as	VMware	deployment;	OpenStack	cloud	
deployment.

3) 05/07/14 Metacloud 15.0 Canaan	Partners;	Pelion	Venture	Partners;	Storm	
Ventures		UMC	Capital;	SVB	Silicon	Valley	Bank,	
Investment	Arm;	AME	Cloud	Ventures

Metacloud	designs	and	deploys	private	clouds	software	solutions.	Metacloud	is	a	
cloud	solutions	company	providing	OpenStack-based,	enterprise-grade	cloud	
platforms	for	enterprises.

4) 05/01/14 OGSystems NA General	Catalyst	Partners OGSystems	provides	systems	development	and	integration	for	the	Intelligence	
Community,	as	well	as	commercial	clients.	OGSystems	hosts	OpenStack	cloud-
ready	virtualized	software	packages	on	flexible	Big-Data	compute	platforms.

5) 09/10/13 Virtustream 40.0 SAP	AG Virtustream	provides	enterprise-class	cloud	software,	services	and	public	and	
private	clouds	based	on	OpenStack.

6) 08/16/13 Canonical 10.0 Product	Crowdfunding Canonical	Ltd.	develops	and	supplies	open-source	software	solutions	for	
individuals	and	businesses	worldwide.	The	company	offers	Ubuntu,	a	solution	to	
streamline	business	operations.

7) 06/26/13 eNovance	SaS 2.6 Odyssée	Venture;	Entrepreneur	Venture	Gestion	
SA;	Entrepreneur	Venture

eNovance	SaS	provides	open	source	cloud	solutions	to	businesses	worldwide.		
The	company	offers	Openstack	Accelerator	Pod	that	saves	costs,	lowers	
operational	risks,	and	assures	ongoing	code	maintenance	and	evolution	aspects.

8) 06/26/13 Metacloud 10.0 Canaan	Partners;	Storm	Ventures		AME	Cloud	
Ventures

Metacloud	designs	and	deploys	private	clouds	software	solutions.	Metacloud	is	a	
cloud	solutions	company	providing	OpenStack-based,	enterprise-grade	cloud	
platforms	for	enterprises.

9) 05/22/13 The	Cloudscaling	
Group

10.0 Trinity	Ventures;	Seagate	Technology		Juniper	
Networks,	Investment	Arm

The	Cloudscaling	Group	provides	strategy,	execution,	and	support	services	for	
building	public,	community,	and	private	clouds	to	telecom	operators.	
Cloudscaling	is	the	leading	provider	of	OpenStack-powered	IaaS	for	private	and	
hybrid	cloud	solutions.	

10) 03/28/13 Tesora 6.7 General	Catalyst	Partners;	CommonAngels;	Point	
Judith	Capital;	LaunchCapital

Tesora	provides	an	enterprise-class	Database-as-a-service	platform	that	allows	
the	client	to	deliver	on-demand	database	capacity.	Its	DBaaS	platform	uses	
OpenStack	Trove	as	the	core	platform	for	various	administrative	tasks.	

11) 01/23/13 Puppet	Labs 30.0 VMware Puppet	Labs	provides	IT	automation	software	for	businesses	that	help	system	
administrators	automate	configuration.	Its	Puppet	Enterprise	implementation	
provides	various	solutions,	such	as	VMware	deployment;	OpenStack	cloud	
deployment.

12) 01/08/13 Piston	Cloud	
Computing

8.0 Cisco	Systems;	Hummer	Winblad	Venture	Partners;	
Divergent	Ventures,		True	Ventures;	Swisscom	
Ventures;	Data	Collective

Piston	Cloud	Computing	provides	Enterprise	OpenStack,	a	software	for	building	a	
private	Infrastructure-as-a-Service	cloud.

13) 12/31/12 Mirantis 20.0 Red	Hat	(NYSE:RHT);	SAP	Ventures;	Ericsson	
(OM:ERIC	B);	Intel	Capital;	WestSummit	Capital;	Dell	
Corporate	Ventures

Mirantis,	an	OpenStack	systems	integrator,	operates	as	a	vendor	of	OpenStack	
services	and	technology.
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Appendix D: Selected Private Placement Financings (continued) 
 

  

# Date Company TV	($M) Investors Business	Description	

Compute
14) 08/13/12 Nebula $25.0 Highland	Capital	Partners;	Kleiner	Perkins	Caufield	

&	Byers;	Comcast	Ventures;	NBCUniversal	Media,		
Innovation	Endeavors;	Webb	Investment	Network

Nebula	develops	a	hardware	appliance	that	allows	businesses	to	deploy	large	
private	cloud	computing	infrastructures	from	racks	of	industry-standard	servers.	
Nebula	products	are	API	compatile	with	with	OpenStack	&	AWS	EC2	&	S3.

15) 08/02/12 Sonix	Co. NA Nissay	Capital	Co.,Ltd;	Dentsu	Digital	Holdings,	
Investment	Arm

Sonix	Co.	develops	applications	for	iOS,	Android,	and	cloud	platforms	based	on	
open	stack	technology.	Sonix	Co.	builds	software	for	Android	and	cloud	
platforms,	based	on	OpenStack	technology.

16) 07/31/12 The	Cloudscaling	
Group

10.0 Khosla	Ventures The	Cloudscaling	Group	provides	strategy,	execution,	and	support	services	for	
building	public,	community,	and	private	clouds	to	telecom	operators.	
Cloudscaling	is	the	leading	provider	of	OpenStack-powered	IaaS	for	private	and	
hybrid	cloud	solutions.	

17) 07/05/12 Tesora 1.0 General	Catalyst	Partners;	CommonAngels;	Point	
Judith	Capital;	LaunchCapital

Tesora	provides	an	enterprise-class	Database-as-a-service	platform	that	allows	
the	client	to	deliver	on-demand	database	capacity.	Its	DBaaS	platform	uses	
OpenStack	Trove	as	the	core	platform	for	various	administrative	tasks.	

18) 11/29/11 Puppet	Labs 8.5 Cisco	Systems;	VMware;	Google	Ventures Puppet	Labs	provides	IT	automation	software	for	businesses	that	help	system	
administrators	automate	configuration.	Its	Puppet	Enterprise	implementation	
provides	various	solutions,	such	as	VMware	deployment;	OpenStack	cloud	
deployment.

19) 09/21/11 The	Cloudscaling	
Group

5.0 Trinity	Ventures The	Cloudscaling	Group	provides	strategy,	execution,	and	support	services	for	
building	public,	community,	and	private	clouds	to	telecom	operators.	
Cloudscaling	is	the	leading	provider	of	OpenStack-powered	IaaS	for	private	and	
hybrid	cloud	solutions.	

20) 07/27/11 Nebula NA Highland	Capital	Partners;	Kleiner	Perkins	Caufield	
&	Byers;	Sherpalo	Ventures

Nebula	develops	a	hardware	appliance	that	allows	businesses	to	deploy	large	
private	cloud	computing	infrastructures	from	racks	of	industry-standard	servers.	
Nebula	products	are	API	compatile	with	with	OpenStack	&	AWS	EC2	&	S3.

21) 06/17/11 Virtustream 10.1 Columbia	Capital,		Intel	Capital;	Noro-Moseley	
Partners;	Asset	Management;	Mutual	Funds	-	
Entertainment	&	Communications	Fund		Buyer	
Funds

Virtustream	provides	enterprise-class	cloud	software,	services	and	public	and	
private	clouds	based	on	OpenStack.

22) 05/26/11 Tesora 2.0 General	Catalyst	Partners;	CommonAngels;	Point	
Judith	Capital;	LaunchCapital

Tesora	provides	an	enterprise-class	Database-as-a-service	platform	that	allows	
the	client	to	deliver	on-demand	database	capacity.	Its	DBaaS	platform	uses	
OpenStack	Trove	as	the	core	platform	for	various	administrative	tasks.	

23) 05/20/11 SeaMicro 20.0 Draper	Fisher	Jurvetson;	CrossLink	Capital;	Khosla	
Ventures

SeaMicro	provides	microservers,	big	data,	OpenStack	and	service	and	support	
solutions.

24) 03/28/11 Piston	Cloud	
Computing

4.5 Hummer	Winblad	Venture	Partners;	Divergent	
Ventures,		True	Ventures

Piston	Cloud	Computing	provides	Enterprise	OpenStack,	a	software	for	building	a	
private	Infrastructure-as-a-Service	cloud.

25) 07/19/10 Puppet	Labs 5.0 Kleiner	Perkins	Caufield	&	Byers;	True	Ventures;	
Radar	Partners;	
Emerson	Street	Partners

Puppet	Labs	provides	IT	automation	software	for	businesses	that	help	system	
administrators	automate	configuration.	Its	Puppet	Enterprise	implementation	
provides	various	solutions,	such	as	VMware	deployment;	OpenStack	cloud	
deployment.
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Appendix D: Selected Private Placement Financings (continued) 

 
 
  

# Date Company TV	($M) Investors Business	Description	

Networking
1) 12/31/13 Arista	Networks	 NA Summit	Partners Arista	Networks	provides	cloud	networking	solutions	for	datacenter	and	cloud	

computing	environments.	EOS	supports	cloud	and	virtualization	solutions,	
including	VMware,	Microsoft,	OpenStack	and	other	cloud	management	
frameworks.	

2) 10/30/12 Big	Switch	Networks $45.0 Goldman	Sachs	Group,	Merchant	Banking	Division;	
Redpoint	Ventures;	
Index	Ventures;	Intel	Capital;	Khosla	Ventures

Big	Switch	Networks	provides	data	center	architecture	enabled	by	bare	metal	
fabrics	worldwide.	Big	Switch	Networks	also	provides	SDN	vSwitches	for	
OpenStack	plug-in	integration	with	various	distributions	of	OpenStack.

3) 05/22/12 PrivateCore 2.3 Foundation	Capital PrivateCore	develops	a	computing	platform	that	allows	individuals	or	
organizations	to	safely	use	cloud	computing	resources	without	ceding	control	of	
their	data.	The	company	offers	vCage	software,	which	audits	platform	integrity	
and	protects	OpenStack	from	threats.

4) 03/04/11 Big	Switch	Networks 13.8 Matrix	Partners;	Index	Ventures;	Khosla	Ventures Big	Switch	Networks	provides	data	center	architecture	enabled	by	bare	metal	
fabrics	worldwide.	Big	Switch	Networks	also	provides	SDN	vSwitches	for	
OpenStack	plug-in	integration	with	various	distributions	of	OpenStack.

# Date Company TV	($M) Investors Business	Description	

Storage
1) 04/17/14 Pure	Storage $225.0 Redpoint	Ventures;	Sutter	Hill	Ventures;	Index	

Ventures;	Fidelity	Investments;	Wellington	
Management	Company;	T.	Rowe	Price	Associates;	
Tiger	Global	Management;	Greylock	Partners

Pure	Storage	provides	flash-based	storage	solutions	for	enterprises	in	the	United	
States	and	internationally.	Pure	Storage	has	created	an	OpenStack	CINDER	
provider	to	automate	FlashArray	management	in	OpenStack	environments.

2) 08/22/13 Pure	Storage 175.1 Institutional	Venture	Partners;	Redpoint	Ventures;	
Sutter	Hill	Ventures;	Index	Ventures;	Fidelity	
Investments;	Samsung	Venture;	T.	Rowe	Price	
Associates;	Tiger	Global	Management;	Greylock	
Partners

Pure	Storage	provides	flash-based	storage	solutions	for	enterprises	in	the	United	
States	and	internationally.	Pure	Storage	has	created	an	OpenStack	CINDER	
provider	to	automate	FlashArray	management	in	OpenStack	environments.

3) 07/02/13 SolidFire 31.0 New	Enterprise	Associates;	Novak	Biddle	Venture	
Partners;	Valhalla	Partners;		Samsung	Venture	
Investment	Corporation

SolidFire	provides	primary	storage	systems	for	cloud	service	providers	
worldwide.	SolidFire's	storage	platforms	supports	Oracle's	enterprise	grade	
OpenStack	for	Oracle	Linux.

4) 05/28/13 Scality 22.0 Menlo	Ventures;	Iris	Capital;	IDInvest	Partners;	
Omnes	Capital	S.A.S.;	Galileo	Partners;	Bpifrance	
Investissement

Scality	develops	and	deploys	software	storage	solutions.		Scality	RING	supports	
POSIX	file	systems,	REST	standards	such	as	CDMI,	Hadoop	and	block	storage	to	
extend	virtual	machines	within	the	OpenStack	framework.	

5) 05/21/13 Pure	Storage NA In-Q-Tel Pure	Storage	provides	flash-based	storage	solutions	for	enterprises	in	the	United	
States	and	internationally.	Pure	Storage	has	created	an	OpenStack	CINDER	
provider	to	automate	FlashArray	management	in	OpenStack	environments.

6) 03/12/13 SwiftStack 6.1 Mayfield	Fund;	Storm	Ventures		UMC	Capital SwiftStack	provides	private	cloud	storage	software	solutions.	The	company	
enables	application	developers	and	operations	teams	to	implement	and	manage	
private	cloud	storage	platforms	based	on	the	openstack	object	storage	system.

7) 08/07/12 Pure	Storage 40.0 Redpoint	Ventures;	Sutter	Hill	Ventures;	Index	
Ventures;	Data	Domain;	Greylock	Partners

Pure	Storage	provides	flash-based	storage	solutions	for	enterprises	in	the	United	
States	and	internationally.	Pure	Storage	has	created	an	OpenStack	CINDER	
provider	to	automate	FlashArray	management	in	OpenStack	environments.

8) 03/14/12 Violin	Memory	 96.2 Highland	Capital	Partners;	SAP	Ventures;	Toshiba	
Corporation;	GE	Asset	Management	Incorporated;	
Juniper	Networks,;	Intuitive	Venture	Partners,		
Grouse	Ridge	Capital

Violin	Memory	develops	and	supplies	memory-based	storage	systems	
worldwide.	Violin	offers	its	all	flash	storage	arrays	with	an	iSCSI	plug-in	option	for	
customers	running	business	applications	on	the	OpenStack	platform.	
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Appendix D: Selected Private Placement Financings (continued) 

 

 

  

# Date Company TV	($M) Investors Business	Description	

Storage
9) 09/01/11 SolidFire $25.0 New	Enterprise	Associates;	Novak	Biddle	Venture	

Partners;	Valhalla	Partners
SolidFire	provides	primary	storage	systems	for	cloud	service	providers	
worldwide.	SolidFire's	storage	platforms	supports	Oracle's	enterprise	grade	
OpenStack	for	Oracle	Linux.

10) 05/26/11 Pure	Storage 30.4 Redpoint	Ventures;	Sutter	Hill	Ventures;	Samsung	
Venture	Investment	Corporation;	Greylock	Partners

Pure	Storage	provides	flash-based	storage	solutions	for	enterprises	in	the	United	
States	and	internationally.	Pure	Storage	has	created	an	OpenStack	CINDER	
provider	to	automate	FlashArray	management	in	OpenStack	environments.

11) 02/25/11 Scality 7.0 IDInvest	Partners;	Omnes	Capital	S.A.S.;	Galileo	
Partners

Scality	develops	and	deploys	software	storage	solutions.		Scality	RING	supports	
POSIX	file	systems,	REST	standards	such	as	CDMI,	Hadoop	and	block	storage	to	
extend	virtual	machines	within	the	OpenStack	framework.	

12) 02/02/11 Violin	Memory	 35.0 Toshiba	America	Electronic	Components;	Juniper	
Networks,	Investment	Arm

Violin	Memory	develops	and	supplies	memory-based	storage	systems	
worldwide.	Violin	offers	its	all	flash	storage	arrays	with	an	iSCSI	plug-in	option	for	
customers	running	business	applications	on	the	OpenStack	platform.	

13) 01/21/11 SolidFire 11.0 New	Enterprise	Associates;	Novak	Biddle	Venture	
Partners;	Valhalla	Partners

SolidFire	provides	primary	storage	systems	for	cloud	service	providers	
worldwide.	SolidFire's	storage	platforms	supports	Oracle's	enterprise	grade	
OpenStack	for	Oracle	Linux.

14) 11/26/10 Pure	Storage NA Greylock	Partners Pure	Storage	provides	flash-based	storage	solutions	for	enterprises	in	the	United	
States	and	internationally.	Pure	Storage	has	created	an	OpenStack	CINDER	
provider	to	automate	FlashArray	management	in	OpenStack	environments.

15) 07/27/10 SolidFire 1.0 Novak	Biddle	Venture	Partners;	Valhalla	Partners SolidFire	provides	primary	storage	systems	for	cloud	service	providers	
worldwide.	SolidFire's	storage	platforms	supports	Oracle's	enterprise	grade	
OpenStack	for	Oracle	Linux.

16) 05/31/10 Scality 5.0 Omnes	Capital	S.A.S.;	Galileo	Partners Scality	develops	and	deploys	software	storage	solutions.		Scality	RING	supports	
POSIX	file	systems,	REST	standards	such	as	CDMI,	Hadoop	and	block	storage	to	
extend	virtual	machines	within	the	OpenStack	framework.	
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Appendix E: Public Company Summaries 
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Appendix F: Hot Private Companies   
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Software and Internet Services Team 
	

Kelly	Porter		 Tricia	Salinero		
Managing	Director	/	Co-Head	 Managing	Director	/	Co-Head		
kelly.porter@woodsidecap.com	 tricia.salinero@woodsidecap.com	
650-513-2756	 650-513-2758	
	
Ron	Heller	 Indu	Navar	
Managing	Director	 Managing	Director		
ron.heller@woodsidecap.com	 indu.navar@woodsidecap.com	
650-513-2762	 650-513-2774		
	
Per	Selbekk	 Amar	Senan	
Managing	Director	 Managing	Director	 	
per.selbekk@woodsidecap.com	 Amar@woodsidecap.com	
+44	778-232-5319	 650-513-2768	
	

Hardware and Semiconductors Team 
	

Rudy	Burger		 Greg	Mischou		
Managing	Partner	 Senior	Partner	
rudy.burger@woodsidecap.com	 greg.mischou@woodsidecap.com	
650-513-2755		 650-513-2757	
	
Mike	Powell	 Shusaku	Sumida	
Partner	and	Managing	Director	 Managing	Director	
mike.powell@woodsidecap.com	 shusaku.sumida@woodsidecap.com	
+44	207-488-2772	 650-513-2760	
	
Kirk	Bloede		 	
Director	 	
kirk.bloede@woodsidecap.com	 	
650-513-2761	
	

Special Situations 
	

Jon	Thomas		 	
Managing	Director	 	
jon.thomas@woodsidecap.com	
650-513-2763	
	

Research Team 
	

Ed	Bierdeman	 Sam	Skinner	
Managing	Director	 Chief	Operating	Officer	
Ed.bierdeman@woodsidecap.com	 sam.skinner@woodsidecap.com	
650-513-2780	 650-513-2759	
	
Marshall	Senk	 Ryan	Koontz	
Managing	Director	 Managing	Director	
Marshall.senk@woodsidecap.com	 ryan.koontz@woodsidecap.com	
650-513-2781	 650-513-2778	

 

  
Silicon	Valley	Of.ices	
	

1530	Page	Mill	Road,	Suite	200	
Palo	Alto,	CA	94304	

UK	Of&ices	
	

7th	Floor,	Riverbank	House	
2	Swan	Lake	
London,	EC4R	3TT	
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Disclaimer: 

The Information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Woodside Capital Securities, LLC.  This report is for our clients only. This report is intended only for the 

personal and confidential use of the designated recipient(s).  If you are not the intended recipient of this report you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, 

distribution or copying of this report is strictly prohibited.  Further information on any of the above securities may be obtained from our offices. This report is published solely 

for information purposes, and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any state where such an offer or solicitation would be 

illegal. Other than disclosures relating to Woodside Capital Securities, LLC the information herein is based on sources we believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed by us 

and does not purport to be a complete statement or summary of the available data. Any opinions expressed herein are statements of our judgment on this date and are 

subject to change without notice.  Periodic updates may be provided on companies/industries based on company specific developments or announcements, market conditions 

or any other publicly available information. 

 

Important Disclosures: 

Woodside Capital Securities, LLC is not a market maker in any securities mentioned in this report. 

Woodside Capital Securities, LLC its officers and employees may from time to time acquire, hold, or sell a position in the securities mentioned in this report.   

Woodside Capital Securities, LLC compensates individuals for activities and services intended to benefit the firm's investor clients. Compensation determinations for 

individuals, including the author(s) of this report, are based on a variety of factors, and may include the overall profitability of the firm and the revenues derived from all 

sources, including revenues from investment banking. 

Woodside Capital Securities, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA (www.finra.org) and SIPC (www.sipc.org). 

Woodside Capital Securities, LLC is an affiliate of Woodside Capital Partners International, LLC and Woodside Capital Partners UK, LLP. 

One or more of the companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Woodside Capital Securities, LLC, Woodside Capital Partners International, LLC or Woodside Capital 

Partners UK, LLP 

 


